221B Surveys
Detecting disappeared bunkers
At the present market rate, bunker cost is one of the largest operating expenses incurred
in a TC voyage. With such high costs involved, it becomes imperative for the charterers to
know the exact bunker quantity onboard at the time of supplying bunkers.
To prevent bunker misappropriation Transoil is
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The term is derived from a historic reference
to the fictional detective Sherlock Holmes’
London residence where he ran his consulting
detective business - 221B Baker Street.

How bunker fuel is concealed?
There are many ways to conceal fuel on
a vessel – some of the examples are:
• Short bunker delivery
• Hidden compartments
• Use of ‘magic pipes’
• Altered sounding pipe lengths
• Non-class approved and / or altered sounding tables
• Sounding tapes not properly calibrated
• Doctored fuel gauges and so on….

TRANSOIL. EXPERTS IN ACTION

About Transoil
Transoil is an independent marine consultancy
company providing a broad range of
transhipment services such as cargo surveying,
superintendency services, loss control and
STS services. Based in The Netherlands we
operate world-wide for specialized assignments
delivering the highest standards of integrity
and expertise. We show a strong focus on value
added services and operational efficiency.
As a result our solutions benefit our clients
directly with a proven return on investment.
Transoil, experts in action!
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